
Quartz Countertops with White Cabinets: Finding the Best Fit
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Frequently Asked Questions 

White kitchens remain among the most popular styles seen in homes. While you can choose to have all
white elements in your kitchen, such as white cabinets and white countertops, there are also various other
combinations that work well. 

While natural stone options, like granite countertops, are a great choice for the home, there are plenty of 
quartz countertop options that will be a great pair for your white kitchen cabinets as well. When it comes to
kitchen design, quartz will give you a seemingly endless amount of options to choose from. 

Which Quartz Countertop Colors Look Good with White
Cabinetry? 

One of the major benefits to quartz countertops is the wide range of colors and styles available. From bright
white to taupe to black, there is a color that will pair well with your kitchen cabinets. Keep in mind that your
cabinet color and countertop color do not necessarily have to match in order to pair well. While matching
looks great, selecting a contrasting color can make just as good a visual impact. The following kitchen
countertop design ideas will help you effectively plan your kitchen remodel. 

White Quartz Countertops 

If you are looking for a nice color to pair with white cabinets, you can certainly choose white countertops.
Opting to match your countertops and kitchen cabinets can create a beautiful consistent look for the room.
Below are some of the best white quartz countertops you can pair with your cabinets. 

Vena Pure White Quartz 

If you want a pure white kitchen, this quartz countertop will certainly be the ideal fit for you. It will help you
achieve a consistent look for the room. 

Vena Statuario Bianco Quartz 

You do not necessarily have to choose a pure white countertop to match your white cabinetry. If you are
looking for something with veins that resemble marble, Vena Statuario Bianco quartz is a great option. 

5031 Statuario Maximus Caesarstone Quartz 

Staying with the theme of quartz that resembles marble, 5031 Statuario Maximus Caesarstone quartz is
another great option for your kitchen. This white countertop features dark grey veining. 
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4001 Fresh Concrete Caesarstone Quartz

This beautiful quartz surface will be a magnificent pair for white cabinets. The material is subdued, yet still
very stylish. 

Beige Quartz Countertops 

Perhaps you want a surface that is not white but not dark in color either. If that is the case, beige quartz will
be a great fit for your home. In addition, since beige is a neutral color, the countertops can pair well with any
kitchen elements, from white cabinets to dark cabinets and various different appliance colors. It will also
pair well with any backsplashes in the kitchen, from subway tile to stainless steel. Beige countertops are a
terrific versatile choice for any kitchen. 

4220 Buttermilk Caesarstone Quartz 

This beige surface is a great option to pair with white kitchen cabinetry. If you want a countertop that is a
consistent beige color, this is your best choice. 

9601 Oyster Caesarstone Quartz 

9601 Oyster Caesarstone quartz features beautiful black speckles that complement the cream-colored
background of the material. If you are searching for something that has a little bit of character to it, this
quartz will be an ideal fit. 

6046 Moorland Fog Caesarstone Quartz 

This excellent beige quartz has dark brown veining that makes the stone pleasing to the eye. You cannot go
wrong choosing 6046 Moorland Fog Caesarstone quartz to complement your white cabinetry. 

4230 Shitake Caesarstone Quartz 

On the darker end of the beige spectrum, you will find this beautiful countertop material. 4230 Shitake
Caesarstone quartz will look terrific paired with your white cabinets. 

Grey Quartz Countertops 

Other than beige, grey is another common countertop color that fits in well with any décor. Whether your
kitchen has light or dark cabinetry or other elements, grey countertops will look fantastic. Whether it is
kitchen countertops or kitchen island countertops, both will be a great fit for grey quartz. 

6313 Turbine Grey Caesarstone Quartz 

The dark grey and black veining present in the slab give 6313 Turbine Grey Caesarstone quartz beautiful
character. This material is an excellent choice to pair with white cabinetry. 

4033 Rugged Concrete Caesarstone Quartz 

This grey quartz features a small amount of veining that gives the material a stylish look. It is an excellent
choice for any kitchen remodel. 
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Copacabana Quartz 

Copacabana quartz is a gorgeous consistent grey countertop. It is a wonderful choice for any kitchen with
white cabinets. 

River Bed 680 Quantra Quartz 

River Bed 680 Quantra quartz is a great example of quartz that resembles granite. In terms of the color, the
grey tones of the material are an excellent choice to pair with your white cabinets. 

6003 Coastal Grey Caesarstone Quartz 

If you are looking for a stunning darker grey surface, 6003 Coastal Grey Caesarstone quartz can give you
exactly what you are looking for. With its dark grey tones, you can contrast white cabinetry without
selecting brown or black quartz. 

Brown Quartz Countertops 

For homeowners looking for more of an earth tone color to their countertops, brown quartz is a terrific
choice. You will be able to find a wide range of beautiful browns that will be a nice complement to your
white cabinetry. 

6350 Chocolate Truffle Caesarstone Quartz 

6350 Chocolate Truffle Caesarstone quartz falls in the lighter end of the spectrum of brown quartz
countertops. The brown and beige spotting of this material add visual appeal. 

2370 Mocha Caesarstone Quartz 

This consistent brown quartz has black speckles throughout. It is a beautiful option to pair with your white
cabinetry. 

4360 Wild Rice Caesarstone Quartz 

White and black speckles complement the darker brown background of this quartz. If you want a quartz
countertop that will add some contrast to your kitchen, this material is a great option. 

6684 Caldera Caesarstone Quartz 

6684 Caldera Caesarstone quartz is a dark brown material with brown and light beige veins. This countertop
will be as close to black quartz as you can get without choosing a type of black quartz. 

Black Quartz Countertops 

If you are looking for countertops that will totally contrast your white cabinets, black quartz can give you
what you desire. The options detailed below are some of your best when it comes to black quartz
countertops. 

Lunar Night 1525 Quantra Quartz 
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The white speckles present in Lunar Night 1525 Quantra quartz make the material appear as if it is a night
sky scene. You cannot go wrong choosing this excellent black quartz for your countertop. 

5100 Vanilla Noir Caesarstone Quartz 

5100 Vanilla Noir Caesarstone quartz is a black quartz with beautiful white speckling. It will look wonderful
paired with the contrasting white cabinets. 

3100 Jet Black Caesarstone Quartz 

If you want a consistent black quartz to contrast your white cabinets, 3100 Jet Black Caesarstone quartz will
be a terrific choice. It will be quite the stylish addition to any kitchen. 

Summary: Best Quartz Colors to Pair with White Cabinets
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Frequently Asked Questions 

Are There Other Non-Natural Stone Options that Work Well with White
Cabinets? 

Outside of natural stone, you will have many options for countertops. That said, not all of these options are
high-quality. Options such as laminate are prone to issues with scratching, cracking and burning, so if you
are looking for a good non-natural stone countertop option, quartz is the way to go. 

Can You Install Your Quartz Countertops on Your Own? 

No, you should not attempt to install quartz countertops on your own. The surfaces are very heavy, so this is
not a DIY job – even for the most skilled homeowners. 

Choosing the right countertop can leave you satisfied with your kitchen for years to come. When looking for
options to pair with your white cabinets, quartz will offer many ideal selections. From light to dark and
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everything in between, you will surely be able to find a quartz countertop to pair with your white cabinets.


